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AutoCAD 2012 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	If you are completely new to AutoCAD or just feeling a little rusty, this book will help start the wheels turning and keep you rolling in the right direction. Tidbits of historical insight and explanations help you understand not only "how" to perform a task, but "why." David's friendly and humorous writing style makes...
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Visual Studio .NET Tips and TricksLulu.com, 2004
Visual Studio .NET is one of the most versatile and extensible programming tools released by Microsoft. The number of features and shortcuts available in VS.NET is truly immense, and it grows tremendously with each release. Developers who are unaware of these timesaving features surely miss out on opportunities to increase their programming...
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Semantic Web Services: Theory, Tools and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
Semantic Web is here to stay! This is not really a marketing campaign logo, but it is a truth that every year is becoming more and more relevant to the daily life of business world, industry and society. I do not know how it happened, but the last years, through our activities in the Special Interest Group on Semantic Web and Information Systems in...
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Digital Photography Bible (Desktop Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
If a digital camera can do it, you can do it, too...
   Good photography is more art than science. You need to know not only the hardware and software, but also how to compose a photo, edit and improve the images you get, and take pictures that achieve your objectives. From choosing a digital camera to taking shots that tell a...
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New Windows Interface (Microsoft Corporation)Microsoft Press, 1995
Here's the key to developing applications for Microsoft Windows.

THE WINDOWS INTERFACE GUIDELINES FOR SOFTWARE DESIGN is an essential handbook for all programmers and designers working with the latest release of Windows, regardless of experience level or development tools used. This book covers the basic principles of...
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Drupal 6 Content AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2009
Maintain, add to, and edit content of your Drupal site with ease
	Keep your Drupal site up to date: easily edit, add to, and maintain your site's content, even if you've never used Drupal before! 
	Covers the full range of content that you might want on your site: richly formatted text, images, videos, as well as blog...
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Professional Access 2013 ProgrammingWrox Press, 2013

	Authoritative and comprehensive coverage for building Access 2013 Solutions 


	Access, the most popular database system in the world, just opened a new frontier in the Cloud. Access 2013 provides significant new features for building robust line-of-business solutions for web, client and integrated environments.  This book...
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Photoshop Elements 4 for Windows: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Need to learn Photoshop Elements 4 fast? Try a Visual QuickStart!

This best-selling reference's visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running with Adobe's popular consumer image editing software in no time. In this completely updated...
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Inside .MacO'Reilly, 2004
If you're like me, your Mac is like the Sun at the  center of the solar system. It's the hub of all your  activity. You use your Mac for work and play, and more importantly,  to keep in contact with the outside world. In  today's connected, Internet world, your Mac plays a  vital role in how you communicate and share information...
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XML in Office 2003: Information Sharing with Desktop XMLPrentice Hall, 2003
What do you give the software that has  everything?

XML, of course!

Microsoft Office is the most successful productivity product in  the history of computers, with over 300 million users around the world. Few of  them use all of the features in Office now, so why add...
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Final Cut Pro X: Making the TransitionPeachpit Press, 2011


	Final Cut Pro X was born amid controversy.





	And that is a shame, because if you ignore the trauma surrounding its birth, there’s

	a lot of exciting new technology, power, and ease of use hiding under the hood.





	That got me thinking about writing this book.





	When you decide to move to...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 10: Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2011

	Master the most powerful photo editing tools and techniques that Elements has to offer! Using step-by-step projects, Mark Galer will have you creating stunning images in no time at all. Whether you want to create impressive, seamless montages, optimize your photos for perfect print quality, or simply enhance your images for maximum impact,...
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